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Design in Bloom Event Sponsor Spotlight:

DECORATIVE MATERIALS

Modern in Denver’s signature spring event,
Design in Bloom, is right around the corner.

The success of this event, now in its seventh
year, is thanks in large part to our

participating architects and designers
who’ve created everything from ice-

encapsulated �owers to intricate wooden
sculptures though the years.

But we couldn’t pull the event o� without the
generosity of our sponsors.Over the last few
days, we’ve been thanking them individually

and letting our readers know more about
them.

Next up of our featured sponsors is
Decorative Materials.
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Visit Decorative

Materials

online, or

contact the

Denver

showroom at

303-722-1333.

 

Decorative Materials is

known for balancing

timeless designs with the

latest tile trends. The

industry is constantly

evolving, and Decorative

Materials remains at the

forefront of those

changes.

With showrooms in

Denver, Basalt, Vail and

Telluride, Decorative

Materials is a Colorado

company through and

through. But when it

comes to their products,

the geographical reach

gets a whole lot bigger. In

fact, the company is

passionate about finding
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inspiration all over the

world, so team members

travel around the U.S.

and throughout the

world — including

frequent trips to Italy,

where some of the

industry’s most

innovative trends begin.

These excursions bring

international aesthetics

back to Colorado to be

used in a way that feels

authentic to local

homeowners and

designers.

It’s not just beautiful tile that

Decorative Materials brings to

the table, though — their

customer service and

showrooms are one-of-a-kind

in their industry. “We get that it

can be tough to envision how

products will look when

actually installed. It can be

di�icult to take a risk with

unique patterns if you’re not

sure where or under what

circumstances they can be

most e�ectively incorporated,”

says Denver showroom

manager Michele Baum.

“Hence, our dedication to
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putting a variety of designs on

display in our showrooms.”

One trip to our
showroom, and
you’ll feel ready to
take on today’s
most ambitious, yet
accessible looks.

Baum notes that all Decorative

Material showrooms have an

impressive array of looks that

are “brought to life” within the

spaces. “Whether you’re

looking to make a splash with a

bold geometric concept or keep

it simple, our showrooms are

your opportunity to be both

dazzled and inspired by some

of today’s most beautiful tile

designs. One trip to our

showroom, and you’ll feel

ready to take on today’s most

ambitious, yet accessible

looks.”

And, if you can’t get to the

showroom right away,

Decorative Materials’ website is

a regularly updated resource

rich in relevant information.

The company maintains an up-

to-date company blog on

trends, client profiles and other

company news that also serves

as a great inspirational jumping
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o� point. The site also features

“free resources” and

“inspiration” sections that are

just another extension of

Decorative Materials

commitment to helping their

customers make the most of

their tile and stone projects.
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